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Magmatic stoping is a term that has been controversial almost since it
was first mentioned over a century ago. Scientists have been arguing
whether it plays an important part as an emplacement process of magma
chambers, or whether it takes place at all. With growing evidence for
both pro- and counterarguments the debate becomes tenser and the
question raised is whether it is possible to find a unanimous answer.
Magmatic stoping is often associated with the presence of xenoliths,
“foreign” rocks that have been enclosed by magma. As parts of the roof
or walls in the magma chamber detach, the pieces become trapped in it if
they don’t have time to dissolve before the magma cools. The new
cavities make room for a growing chamber and the possibility for
magmatic stoping to be a volumetrically significant process is as well in
discussion. The problematic starts early, beginning with the definitions of
words like stoping, xenoliths, and rafts which are not unified. Natural
findings of xenoliths in plutons are rare and speak against stoping but are
often explained by xenoliths that possibly sunk down to the floor of
magma chambers and become inaccessible for researchers. Nowadays
there are several explanations to these statements that will be both
presented and discussed in this thesis. A case study is also made from the
Åva ring complex in Finland, and it has been shown to provide a fairly
clear idea of the evidence for magmatic stoping. With remote sensing
xenoliths have been mapped and measured and the results show that
magmatic stoping is an abundant process and not something to be
dismissed.
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Abstract
Magmatic stoping is a term that has been controversial almost since it was first mentioned
over a century ago. Scientists have been arguing whether it plays an important part as an
emplacement process of magma chambers, or whether it takes place at all. With growing
evidence for both pro- and counterarguments the debate becomes tenser and the question
raised is whether it is possible to find a unanimous answer. Magmatic stoping is often
associated with the presence of xenoliths, “foreign” rocks that have been enclosed by magma.
As parts of the roof or walls in the magma chamber detach, the pieces become trapped in it if
they don’t have time to dissolve before the magma cools. The new cavities make room for a
growing chamber and the possibility for magmatic stoping to be a volumetrically significant
process is as well in discussion. The problematic starts early, beginning with the definitions of
words like stoping, xenoliths, and rafts which are not unified. Natural findings of xenoliths in
plutons are rare and speak against stoping but are often explained by xenoliths that possibly
sunk down to the floor of magma chambers and become inaccessible for researchers.
Nowadays there are several explanations to these statements that will be both presented and
discussed in this thesis. A case study is also made from the Åva ring complex in Finland, and
it has been shown to provide a fairly clear idea of the evidence for magmatic stoping. With
remote sensing xenoliths have been mapped and measured and the results show that magmatic
stoping is an abundant process and not something to be dismissed.

Sammanfattning
”Magmatisk stoping” är en term som nästan blivit kontroversiell sen den yttrades för första
gången över 100 år sedan. Forskare diskuterar än idag huruvida denna process är viktig för en
magmas resa genom jordskorpan, eller om den ens existerar. Då argumenten för och mot
denna process ständigt utökas, är det svårt att ge ett samstämmigt svar på frågan. Stoping
associeras ofta med förekomsten av xenoliter, som är ”främmande” stenar fångade i
magmakroppar då dessa stelnar i jordskorpan. Då stenblock från väggar och tak i en
magmakammare lossnar och faller in i magman, ger det nya utrymmet plats för en växande
magmakropp. Huruvida stoping är en volumetrisk viktig process debatterats därför också.
Problemen i sammanhanget börjar redan vid definitionerna av ord som ”stoped blocks”,
xenoliter och ”rafts” som inte är enhetliga. Xenoliter är vanligtvis sällsynta fynd i plutoner
och talar mot effektiviteten av stoping, men forskare hävdar att det kan förklaras av att
xenoliterna sjunker till botten i magmakammare där de inte längre är tillgängliga för
undersökningar. Nuförtiden finns det många olika förklaringar till dessa påståenden, och i
detta arbete kommer några av dem presenteras och diskuteras. Till hjälp har även en fallstudie
gjorts från Åva ring komplex i Finland, och denna har visat sig ge en bra bild av bevisningen
för stoping. Med hjälp av fjärranalys har xenoliter kartlagts och beräkningar gjorts, och
resultatet visar att magmatisk stoping är en förekommande process och inget som bör
avfärdas.
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1. Introduction
There are many different processes
describing pluton emplacement and the
role they have to play to be able to
accommodate the ascent of magma. The
most common are related to regional plate
tectonics but more important is the
rheology of the rock in different crustal
levels. The rheology is critical for the
magma and it is the surrounding rock that
decides what main emplacement process
that will take place. Some are more bound
to the ductile part of the crust, while others
dominate in the brittle part. Emplacement
processes may involve (figure 1):
1. Doming of roof rocks
2. Wall rock assimilation, zone
melting, partial melting
3. Dyking and sill emplacement
4. Magmatic stoping
5. Ductile wall rock deformation and Figure 1 The different mechanisms of magma
downward flow
emplacement in the crust. Burchardt (2009).
6. Lateral displacement of wall rock
by faulting or folding
7. Extensional emplacement
(Winter, 2001)
Many of them are well recognized and can explain different features in the field. Some of
them on the other hand, like roof doming and stoping processes, are not yet fully accepted by
all scientists. The proof can in many cases be ambiguous and therefore hard to interpret.
Personal viewings will always be present, even when trying to be scientifically correct. Who
really sets the limits of what is sufficient evidence that they will make a point? The main
struggle in this thesis is to bring up these questions related to magmatic stoping.
Stoping is by now an old term and explains a process where blocks from the inner roof and
walls of a magma chamber break off, either by gravity, by pressure from the rising magma, or
expanding volatiles in cracks (Hall, 1991; Daly, 1914; Barker, 1992). The blocks then fall into
the magma and either sink or float mainly depending on density contrast between the blocks
and the magma (Hall, 1991). A single definition does not really seem to be at hand. The
theory has developed through time and is still a subject of changes, which is why the
definition leaves room for interpretation. Discordant contacts along pluton walls, the presence
of mixed accumulations of xenoliths, geochemical evidence and lack of ductile deformation
are some of the things speaking in favour of stoping (Glazner and Barley, 2006). Stoped
blocks or xenoliths in plutons are one of the things that can be challenged due to the sparse
quantities in the field. One idea is that they sink out of view and that large accumulations
should be found on pluton floors. If these “graveyards” of stoped material are present is an
enigma that can be hard to solve. The few pluton floors, which can be studied, give mixed
evidence. Once again the degree of significance is in the eye of the beholder. Xenoliths may
be found in greater number locally, but the total amount of stoped blocks in a pluton has
rarely been estimated to occupy more then a few percent (Glazner and Barley, 2006), and not
more than 50 % have ever been observed on the total exposed area of a pluton (Žák et al,
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2006). Still, these amounts can change many things in pluton-host rock systems, potentially
chemical, physical and geochronological patterns in the pluton (Paterson et al, 2008).
Articles and books will be the primary means to gain knowledge of the process of stoping,
and the aims of this study are to find out whether stoping is an abundant process or not. This
will be discussed and tested with a case study that will hopefully give more clearness in the
subject. The case study is from a ring complex in the Åland archipelago in south western
Finland and will be described in chapters 3 and 4 where xenoliths will be mapped and
interpreted as potentially stoped blocks. Chapter 2 is devoted to the literature part and will
cover all aspects of the debate about stoping. Much of the difficulties and complaints brought
forward with the theory are mainly referred to the papers by Glazner and Bartley (2008, 2006)
who challenged it with alternative ideas. This paper will finally end with a discussion and
conclusion.
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2. Magmatic stoping
The ‘room problem’ is often mentioned in plutonic geology research, as the question of how
large intrusions make space was raised. Stoping is a passive emplacement process meaning it
does not force its way up through the crust by pushing the crust aside but rather transfers
material between wall rock and magma (Best, 1982; Hutton at al, 1990).
The principle of magmatic stoping is important to understand for many reasons because it
can explain magma ascent in the upper brittle crust and how host rock is found within a pluton
(Paterson and Fowler, 1993). Stoping can also tell something about the history of earlier
emplacement processes like ductile strain and diking, development of new and ancient magma
chambers. It can in that way reduce information of different emplacement processes as
stoping requires large quantities of melt and can for example not be produced by incremental
diking processes (Paterson and Fowler, 1993; Paterson and Vernon, 1995; Paterson et al,
1991; Yoshinobu, 2003a,b; Glazner et al, 2004; Clemens 1998; Petford et al, 2000). Stoped
blocks can act as “stirrers” while they sink, making the magma homogenous and can assist
with the vertical exchange of heat in the crust (Daly 1914; Paterson et al 1996). Stoped blocks
can also contribute to chemical contamination and be useful when examining formations of
different magmatic fabrics and work as chronometers and viscometers (Barnes et al, 2004;
Clarke et al, 1998; Paterson and Miller, 1998b). Finally, stoping may help to trigger volcanic
eruptions (Hawkins and Wiebe, 2004).
This chapter describes the original and improved theory and new evidence of stoping, but
also includes the difficulties and problems some scientists raise.

2.1 Development of the theory
The theory of magmatic stoping was first described by Reginald A. Daly in 1903. About 10
years earlier a professor named J. E. Wolff at Harvard University was giving a field problem
to his student that would make him scratch his head for many years. The boy, Daly himself
tried to understand the processes that could explain the way a huge pluton in Vermont, Mount
Ascutney, had intruded. What made him so thoughtful was that no known theory seemed to
give a good explanation to what had happen (Daly, 1914). The pluton itself is mainly build up
by three intrusion periods (gabbro-diorite, syenite and granite). On the clearly exposed
inselberg Daly found similar, but still recognizably different mineral assemblies that cross-cut
a schistose country rock and have a clear metamorphic aureole. He asked himself how these
rocks came to occupy the space, in which these were found and what had happen to the
original country rock, and what kind of process could describe the differentiation into granite,
syenite, diorite, gabbro, that were all represented in the intrusive mass (Birch 1957). His first
hypothesis took him nine years to complete. A short publication was then made in 1903
introducing the term magmatic stoping. Stoping describes a process where pieces of the walls and
roof of a magma chamber are broken up and become engulfed by the magma. Depending on the
density contrast between the blocks and magma, the blocks then sink through the magma to the
bottom of the chamber. If the process is repeated, the magma will be transported up through the
crust (Daly, 1914). The hypothesis had its flaws, and the lack of evidence from his field work was
the main reason. Daly thought the fracture mechanism was caused by differential temperature
strain from the magma acting on the wall rock, but today’s work suggest that gravity also could be
the main reason for collapse of the inner roof of the magma chamber (Hall, 1991). Daly would
dedicate his whole life to this theory researching and trying to improve it but in the same rate, the
sceptics would try to break it down. This is why the theory has become so controversial and why
we still debate the matter today.
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2.2 Where does stoping take place?
Stoping is restricted to (a few kilometres) the upper
crust and is, compared to other emplacement
mechanisms, a small-scale process. At greater depths,
the rock acts too ductile to be able to fracture. The lack
of ductile deformation often is a good indication of a
stoping environment. Important for how the intrusive
body will act through the crust is the stress field.
Depending on the strengths of different rock types, the
shear, tensile and compressional stresses will vary in
the mantle. Towards the earth surface, compressional
and shear stress will be different in magnitude in all
directions. This gives way to a mechanical behaviour
where fractures may be created in weak zones. Natural
weaknesses like bedding planes often give way to the
propagation of the cracks. Stoping of wall rock (figure
2) can be explained as a consequence of a thermal
effect, where heated volatiles expand in the cracks and
push out the blocks in the magma where they become
engulfed in it (Best, 1983). More recent ideas suggest
that gravity plays a main role as large rock bodies
become stoped because of their enormous weight (Hall,
1991). Stoping can also take place along the roof and
floor of sills, although to a much lesser extent. The
magma could not keep the pieces in suspension and an
accumulation on the floor is therefore not necessary
Figure 2 Steps a-e describe the process
(Paterson et al, 2008).
of stoping. Pressure makes cracks
At the transition depth where the rock is near propagate in weakzones and heated
melting point, solution stoping, or zone melting can magma and volatiles gets in and expand
take place. It is a combination of assimilation and in the crack pushing out a stoped block
stoping where the magma melts its way upwards by in the magma. Image source: Steffi
transmitting thermal energy, rather than its mass. When Burchardt.
a mafic magma generated by partial fusion reaches the continental crust, its density may
become greater than that of the wall rock. This slows down the ascending magma and
eventually, minerals will melt at the roof of a magma chamber in the same rate as new
minerals grow at the bottom of the chamber (Barker, 1983). Processes like that may be
proficient in the deep crust where diapirs can form easily, but can never be efficient if the
rocks are below melting point, otherwise the magma would crystallize at a higher rate and
solidify (Winter, 2001).

2.3 Large- scale stoping
Stoping in which many small blocks of country rock are involved, is sometimes called
piecemeal stoping (Blatt et al, 2006). But as mentioned above, stoped blocks can be hundreds
of meters wide and thick, and the pluton itself can be everything from less than 1 km3 to 106
km3 (Selley et al., 2005). This gives room for large-scale stoping, a kind of stoping taking
place in cauldron subsidence or in caldera formation. Cauldron subsidence is when massive
blocks fall into the magma and sink, and a pluton is emplaced in the former place of the
block.
A more violent form of stoping that can trigger a massive eruption takes place under a
caldera formation (Blatt et al., 2006), when the whole roof of a magma chamber or a batholith
8

collapses and creates a large depression at the surface. This roof foundering happens when a
depressurized magma chamber has a relatively thin roof and emits gases and lava through a
vent. The pressure is released gradually and it comes to a point where the roof can no longer
carry the overlying rocks and collapses, resulting in a triggered volcanic eruption (Winter,
2001). Processes like that resemble stoping, but caldera formation differs from ‘normal’
stoping as extrusion of magma goes off into the atmosphere instead of migration in the crust
derived by roof rock subsidence and magma vesiculation (Glazner et al, 2006).

2.4 Xenoliths
Xenolith means “strange rock” from the greek words “xenos”+”lithos”, and the presence of
xenoliths in the magma is one of the main arguments favouring the theory of magmatic
stoping. The rock fragments in the magma are a direct bi-product of stoping and the size of
them can vary from very large (hundreds of meters) to very small (centimetres in size). Even
smaller xenocrysts occur, too, and are only of the size of a mineral grain in the host
magma/pluton. When the magma cools the stoped blocks are trapped in it, and when erosion
acts these are sometimes revealed to us and referred to as xenoliths. It can be possible to
correlate these with the host rock, but for the stratigraphy and structures within the xenoliths
to be preserved, it is required that the magma was quite motionless before solidifying,
otherwise the xenolith may react too much with the magma and destroy the evidence.
Stoped blocks (xenoliths) are normally scarce near the pluton wall but may be found in
larger number at the lower levels where they have sunken down (Hall, 1991). Critics often
deny stoping because the amount of xenoliths found along/close to pluton walls hardly ever
occupies more than 10 % of the exposed area, and the total volume throughout the whole
pluton must be less than that (Glazner and Bartley, 2006). Glazner and Bartley (2006) e.g.
claim that that kind of amount is way too low to be able to prove that stoping is a
volumetrically important emplacement process. For a magma body to ascend upwards by
stoping, the same amount of stoped blocks has to sink through the magma, and in that case the
abundance of xenoliths would have to be larger. The statement that these are hiding at the
bottom of magma chambers is rejected by them, because exposed pluton floors described
around the world normally lack accumulated xenoliths. In return, not many pluton floors are
exposed and the statement cannot be generalized for all plutons (Paterson et al, 2009). On
their way through the magma chamber, stoped blocks can become partly disintegrated and
assimilated which is why the true amount of stoped blocks can never be estimated with
certainty. It is normally stoped blocks that broke off right before the magma solidified that
become frozen in the magma close to the walls and roof.

2.4.1 Origin of xenoliths
Xenoliths have a broad meaning that is not only related to stoping. Any piece incorporated
within the magma may be referred to as a xenolith. ‘Foreign rock’ is another term for
xenoliths coming from the deep earth and gives us a glimpse of this inaccessible world (Hall,
1991).
The way xenoliths are created can vary. Glazner and Barley (2004) point out that isolation
by engulfment in magma are one way but isolation also can be made ‘in situ’ by multiple
injections of magma if not xenoliths with diverse lithology can be found. In this way, record
of xenoliths can be found but not contribute to magma ascent. However, ‘in situ’ may not be
the correct word to use since forceful injections of magma into cracks and fracture can push
apart the adjacent walls and displace the rock fragments. Diverse xenoliths may not
necessarily have to be a product of stoping, but can be accumulated by upward transport of
blocks that are mixed with upper crustal xenoliths (Glazner and Barley, 2008). One way to
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determine if a feature has been subjected of forceful opening or faulting is to look for
structures crosscutting the dike at other angles than 90°. This type of injection can also be
recognized with fracturing, faulting and doming of overlying rocks (Blatt and Tracy, 1996).
A rock surrounded from only two dimensions by magma can not be interpreted as a
xenolith, but a raft. To distinguish between the two can sometimes be difficult in the field.
Paterson et al. (2008) comment that not even rafts are in situ pieces. If more than one raft is
created, all other rafts must have to be laterally displaced as magma intruded between them or
separated by stoped blocks that remove host blocks where new magma can surround each raft.
On the other hand, if these injections were intruded at different times, one side of the blocks
will always be attached to solid rock (Glazner and Barley, 2006). But the magma surrounding
the block would not be the original host rock. Does this structure then represent a raft or a
xenolith? Here a definition is at hand. Paterson et al. (2008) defined xenoliths created by
magmatic stoping as a “xenolith or inclusion that is disconnected from its site of origin
surrounded by magma and rotated and/or translated in this magma”. It often shows physical
disaggregation and melting and may be displaced upwards or downwards depending on the
density contrast between magma and block. With this definition, raft and xenoliths should not
be intermixed since rotation of a block is a movement and can not be accounted as “in situ”
pieces. Yoshinibu and Barnes (2008) on the other hand have another definition that differs
from the mentioned above as rotation is not required for a host rock to travel through magma.
A rock piece can be translated down but still be in the same position relative to the host rock
frame and should be referred to as a xenolith like any other rock that is completely engulfed in
magma.

2.4.2 Rotation, distribution and size
Rotation of xenoliths happens due to magma currents and can be interpreted if the structures
or lineation is still noticeable, and is often a strong indication of the stoping processes.
However, how the block fragments are distributed goes in hand with size, velocity, density
contrast and yield strength of the magma. Only xenoliths in size of tens of meters are often
heavy enough to sink and the viscosity of the magma must be less than that of the stoped
blocks. An acid magma for example is more viscous than a basic and its viscosity is
decreasing with higher water content. If many crystals/blocks are in suspension, it will affect
and increase the viscosity of the magma. The yield strength is the resistance the magma has to
overcome to be able to flow like a Newtonian fluid (where the strain rate is proportional to the
applied stress) and is more effective when low (Hall, 1991). A large block is more likely to
sink in a magma with high viscosity due to its high weight, but if only large blocks are stoped
then the main fragmentation process, the natural fragmentation, should result in a power-law
size distribution (Barnett, 2004; Turcotte, 1986). This creates abundant small xenoliths, but a
decisive model that explains it briefly and analytically does not seem to exist without a
specific fracturing process (Yamamoto and Yamazaki, 2011). Thermal shocking is a common
fragmentation process and it often cited for the process of stoping (i.e. Daly, 1914). Yet no
published data have shown that fragmentation by thermal shocking really gives a size
distribution like other fractal processes. Glazner and Bartley (2006) raise the idea anyway, by
referring to an experiment they made of a small granitic block that was suddenly placed in a
furnace at high temperature. The result showed a size distribution of particles that implies that
millions of 1 cm fragments would be created, but the experiment is unlikely to resemble the
natural processes in a pluton. Other critics have been made on the use of granite. Bartley and
Glazner (2008) used an isotropic granite but in a plutonic environment, it is more likely that a
anisotropic metamorphic country rock is fracturing. This should result in another size
distribution than in nature and spalling (flaking of rock) will modify the result as well (Clarke
and Erdmann, 2008). If millions of small fragments are yet to be produced, Glazner and
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Barley (2006) state that lack of field evidence would imply that stoping is not as abundant as
often alleged. The small pieces in the magma would, as mentioned earlier have a cooling
effect due to the increasing amount of contact surface. The increase of the viscosity of the
magma-fragment suspension would trap any small fragments and keep them from sinking.
This is why the lack of field evidence is pointing against stoping. However, small pieces, even
xenocrysts may be worth to look for at any subhorizontal boundaries of the magma chamber.
Fragments may also be trapped at different rheological boundaries in the magma chamber or
could get transported away from the pluton floor by magma currents (Hawkins and Wiebe,
2004). How the size distribution is made in nature is nevertheless not fully established yet,
and the idea of a xenolith “graveyard” at the bottom of the magma chamber is still present, as
proved in the Sazava pluton in the Bohemian Massif for example, where large amounts of
accumulated blocks have been found (Žák et al., 2006).

2.4.3 Geochemical contamination
Assimilation is the incorporation of chemical components from the host rock to the ascending
magma and can change the composition of it (Winter, 2010). The idea of stoped blocks being
melted or assimilated to a greater extent (Daly, 1914) could explain why the large quantities
of xenoliths Glazner and Bartley (2006) said were lacking in most plutons cannot be found.
We may only find refractory remnants (Paterson et al., 2008). Resorbed and altered contacts
or xenoliths give some evidence of partial melting that can be found in the rocks (Winter,
2010) but measuring the composition can also reveal it. Bowen (1928) wrote that magmas
normally lack thermal energy to be able to assimilate a greater volume of wall rock. First the
rock must be heated to melting point and partially melted to be able to be assimilated, and the
heat must be supplied from the magma itself. A magma usually has only enough energy to
assimilate ~30 % (volume) of host rock (Spera & Bohrson, 2001).
Disintegration is a more energy saving process but would cool the magma more quickly.
An evaluation made by Winter (2010), showed that the energy necessary to raise the
temperature of 1 g rock by 1 degree celcius is 1 J/g C°, and the energy required to melt 1 g
solid rock is 400 J/g. To bring 1 g of rock from the temperature of 200° C to a hypothetical
melting point at 800° C would require 600° C * 1 J/g °C = 600 J/g, and a further 400 J to melt
the rock. Altogether the magma has to use 1000 J of energy to heat, melt and assimilate one
gram of country rock, and the only available heat comes from crystallization. Totally 2.5 g of
magma would crystallize in order to melt and assimilate 1 g of wall rock. Theoretically, a
magma can assimilate 40 % of its weight in country rock but the example is only valid for a
highly liquid magma. A more realistic estimate may be the one Reiners et al (2005) calculated
using the thermodynamic modelling program MELTS by Mark Ghiorso. The results show that
3 to 7 % fractional crystallisation of olivine from basalt could in an early stage assimilate 5-18
% felsic crust in a heat-balanced process. Once the plagioclase or pyroxene start to crystallize,
the efficiency of the process would drop by half or three quarters but assimilation would still
be significant on the basis of the heat budget even with small degrees of crystallisation. Zone
melting was mentioned earlier and involves considerable amounts of assimilation as a result
of stoping where the contact surface in the magma increases.
Every granite is contaminated to varying degrees and something called “an
uncontaminated” granite probably does not exist (Clarke, 2007). In theory, one atom or ion is
enough to contaminate a magma (Clark and Erdmann, 2008). The thing with contamination is
that it can be done without chemical assimilation, but assimilation without contamination is
impossible. This can be demonstrated as you move further away from the contact of a magma
chamber to its interior, where no physical evidence of a contaminated magma can be seen but
chemically it can. The opposite is happening along the contact. Distinctive xenoliths,
xenocrysts, orthoxenocrysts and paraxenocrysts (microstoping) contribute to contaminate the
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magma as well as partial melting (Clarke, 2007). Geochemical analyses should be a good way
to determine whether stoped blocks and xenoliths have been present in the magma (Glazner
and Barley, 2006). One way is to compare the composition of the magma and the host rocks
to se if they can be matched. A grain by grain identification of all minerals in the granite is
necessary to see if that can be matched with a database of diagnostic textural and
compositional characteristics of the “uncontaminated” granite and country rock (Clarke,
2007). However, it is always difficult to be sure that the host rock itself has not been subjected
to contamination during their formation and that there is not any local areas where the
composition changes.
Apart from contamination that can only be detected within a few meters from larger
xenoliths (Glazner and Bartley, 2008), a more widespread contamination of the magma can be
a product of magma mixing and mingling when two magmas ascend contemporaneously
(Vuollo and Mertanen, 2005; Eichelberger, 1978). A problem with a magma ascending
through oceanic crust is that the melt and wall rock are chemically similar. A magma
ascending through a continental crust is probably much more likely to be affected by the silica
and alkalis that are components with low melting temperature. A shift in bulk composition
may be recognized but a small amount of assimilation into magma is hard to detect, because
the main components are the same in magma and country rock. It is more likely that the melt
continues to go towards eutectic (Winter, 2010). Another problem is that during the melt
phase, stoped blocks are not in chemical equilibrium. Chemical reactions must certainly
always take place, and the evidence for assimilation becomes hard to detect due to the
thermodynamic impulse to go back into equilibrium (Clarke and Erdmann, 2008), and will
happen if there are time and thermal energy available (Barker, 1983). However, if near total
assimilation has taken place you may find diffuse bands, streaks or cloths of minerals in
abnormally high concentrations that differ from the ordinary igneous rocks and minerals.
Dark coloured mafic ones are typical in granites (Blatt et al, 2006). Using characteristic
thermal diffusivities for rocks and time scale for crystallization, Beard et al. (2005) have
estimated that a magma body cannot be larger then 102-103 m in order to be effectively
heated, partly melted and disaggregated.
Isotropic data are probably the best way to trace elements in a magma. In comparison to
the more common components, trace elements and isotopes are abundant in smaller quantities
of country rock and when assimilated they are not subjected to the buffering effect of solidliquid equilibrium in the same way as the major elements. It simply just adds to the overall
trace element concentration in the magma. The continental crust has several trace elements
that occur in higher concentration than in the ascending magma, so that even a small amount
of enriched country rock may have a considerable effect on the melt and can therefore be
traced (Winter, 2010). Different studies of plutons in the field (e.g Barnes et al., 2004;
Dumond et al., 2005) with geochemical data such as trace element, major element and rare
earth element and isotopes have shown that at least 20 % of the magma can be a result of local
assimilation of stoped blocks. For a stoped block to disappear entirely though, bulk
assimilation is required. Glazner and Bartley (2008) argue that bulk assimilation is rare
because it is needed for the dislodged country rocks to have a similar composition as the melt.
They believe these processes often are intermixed with selective contamination which is
admixtures from partial melts of wall rock. Bulk assimilation requires that the average
composition of the contamination is consistent with the elemental and isotopic ratios
produced by the assimilated rocks. According to them there are few papers with that kind of
data set in which the hypothesis of bulk assimilation can even be tested. However, xenocrysts,
especially zircons have shown compelling evidence of bulk assimilation of stoped blocks.
And no other mechanism can be best suited to release the zircon than reactive bulk
assimilation, only it is an expensive and time consuming process to analyse it. One solution to
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the heat constrain of Bowen (1928) and the paper of Glazner and Bartley (2006) pointed out
would be to see the assimilation not as dissolved melts derived by fusion from crystallization
but as country rock (melts, crystals) incorporated as a mixture. The whole process would be
reducing the heat requirements and could put away unnecessary restrictions on how much
country rock that could assimilate (Beard et al., 2012).
As for stoping and the role of bulk assimilation it gives the necessary tools to explain
magma ascent in the crust. Where stoping solves much of the room problem, assimilation
provides the buoyancy for ascent. While material can be fixed until emplacement, they can
also be part of a hybridized crystal-rich residual (Patiño Douce, 1995). All material
incorporated in the magma must represent a sum of all components that have interacted with
the magma. To expect chemical evidence at the level of emplacement can be difficult
especially as bulk reaction probably is most efficient in the deeper crust where it is warmer.
With this in mind, crustal material that can be observed may be less important than the
reactions taking place as stoped material sinks out of sight in the magma chamber.

2.5 Discordant Contacts
Maybe one of the most common signatures that can be attributed to stoping is the presence of
discordant pluton contacts along the walls and roof. The intruding body crosscuts lineation
and layering of the host rock; and the irregular steps found along many flat roofed pluton
margins can well represent sections where stoped blocks once were. These discordant contacts
can in some plutons occupy half, or sometimes all of the visible rock contacts suggesting
stoping is an effective process (Paterson et al, 1996; Ž ák et al, 2006). On the other hand, the
critics like Bartley et al. (2008) have interpreted sharp discordant contacts as a result of a
fracture-based mechanism that resembles the one in the stoping process. Opening of fractures
that produces sills, dykes and perhaps laccoliths generate this kind of contacts; and a tabular
pluton can in principal be emplaced by this mechanism. More complex constructions of
plutons can for instance be made up by sheet-like increments with different orientations. To
be able to accommodate new sills and dykes with this crack dilatation process, Bartley et al.
(2008) suggest that tectonic extension and uplifting is two “room-space” solutions, even if
other scientists state that these processes are too slow to create room for plutons growing by
crack opening (Yoshinobu el al.,1998; Paterson and Fowler,1993). The pluton growth on the
other hand may be slow as well, depending on the time interval between increments (Bartley
et al., 2008)
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3. Case study from the Åva ring complex
Around the Finnish archipelago in the south-western part of Finland, the structure of a ring
complex can be seen from areal photographs (Figure 3). The Åva ring complex is one of three
bimodal ring complexes that lie in the same shear zone with a NE trend and date back around
1800 Ma. A project at Solid Earth Geology, UU, has started with the aim to map the
structures of the intrusive rocks with incorporated xenolith fragments to increase the
understanding of the creation of these features and to characterise and quantify processes that
may be interpreted as signs of magmatic stoping. In this paper, the mapping of a specific
outcrop is being described and the main work lies in finding out whether magmatic stoping
has taken place.

Figure 3 Map of the Åva ring complex, Finland. Image sources: Wikipedia (2007) and Google Maps
(2012).

3.1 Evolution of the arc-complex in south western Finland
The whole area of south western Finland is part of the southern Svecofennian arc complex
and domain and consists of Paleoproterozoic metasedimentary rocks and volcanic material
occurring as amphibolite- to granulite-facies gneisses. These volcanic rocks are an extension
of a succession from the eastern Bergslagen in Sweden and are called the South Svecokarelian
Volcanic Belt. It is a product of the development of the Paleoproterozoic Svecofennian
orogeny, the history of which can be divided in pre-collision, syn-collision and post-collision
periods, beginning with the pre-collisional arc volcanism, which has a magmatic history
dating back to calc-alkaline volcanism around 1.9 Ga (Vuollo and Mertanen, 2005). During
the syn-collisional stage the volcanics became more mature and the volcanic arc began its
collision with central Finland (1.88 Ga), which holds the primitive central arc complex. 300
Ma years later the collision ended at the same time as the syn-collisional granites intruded.
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The last stage is the post-collisional convergence between 1.84-1.82 Ga. It is associated
with low-pressure and high-temperature metamorphism, and includes a vast production of
melts in the crust (S-type), and migmatitic veins formed by partial melting of
Paleoproterozoic metasedimentary rocks. A belt of at least 14 intrusions formed
simultaneously, covering a distance of 600 km from the archipelago of Åland to Russian
Karelia. The first rocks to intrude were emplaced in the middle crust while the younger
emplaced closer to surface. The intrusions are between 2-15 km in diameter and some have a
rounded shapes due to an isotropic and circular stress field during the evolution of the
intrusion (Lehtinen et al, 2005). In the time span from 1815 to 1770 Ma bimodal shoshonitic
melts enriched in P, F, Ba, Sr and LREE intruded in the upper crust. Some are coarse-grained
with K-feldspar megacrysts up to 3 cm in size due to crystallisation in a deeper magma
chamber before emplacement in a shallower level (Vuollo and Mertanen, 2005). After a quiet
time with no magmatic activity during the next 100-200 Ma a large quantity of anorogenic
rapakivi granite (A-type) and anorthositic rocks and mafic dykes intruded.

3.2 Geological setting of the Åva ring complex
The Åva ring structure has the most complete circular shape of the three bimodal shoshonitic
complexes around the archipelago in south western Finland and was formed during the last
stages of the orogeny between 1.81 – 1.77 Ga (Lehtinen et al 2005). It is approximately 7
kilometres across with hundreds of ring dykes visible on small islands within the complex
(Figure 4; Vuollo and Mertanen, 2005). The intruded granites were later referred to as
postorogenetic rocks, but a more suitable name given by Eklund et al. (1998) is postcollisional to clarify that they are younger than the metamorphic peak. A wide range of
composition of the rocks is exposed on the islands around the complex, in contrast to other
areas where the rocks are more homogenous (Lehtinen et al 2005). For example, coarsegrained HiBaSr (High Barium and Strontium content) granites and monzonite are present. The
granite is hereafter referred to as Åva granite and estimated to contain about 45 % andesine
and microcline megacrysts, and in addition to a variety of other minerals, biotite and
hornblende are found as well. Feldspar megacrysts in the granite are often fragmented and a
large proportion is xenocrysts. Gas activity during the intrusion could be the cause of the
fragmentation. Along the wall rock, disaggregation and brecciation are indications of a rapid
emplacement process (Branigan ,1989). ‘Monzonite’, is used as a collective name of mafic
rocks including monzodiorite, monzonite, quartz-monzonite and granodiorite (Eklund &
Shebanov, 2004). The intrusive relationship suggests a broad-spectrum of basic to acid
character of the rocks (Branigan, 1989). The intruded monzonite in the late-orogenic
microcline granite is expressed as concentric dykes formed as a funnel, presumably as a result
of stoping and lateral wedging (Bergman, 1986).
The first rock to intrude in the ring structure is bimodal lamprophyre-granite which has
well developed features of magma mixing and mingling. They are generally exposed as netveined intrusions with an assortment of enclaves of mostly mafic character and plagioclase
xenocrysts. Grayish zones within the rock indicate that it has undergone contamination to a
large extent (Branigan, 1989). Lamprophyric dykes can also be found all around the ring
complex truncating the ring structure vertically.
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Figure 4 Geological map of Åva ring complex and the area of interest.

The origin of the magma in Åva is implied by the intrusion mechanism and suggest
emplacement at a shallow depth between 1-5 kilometres (Eklund et al., 1998). The structural
evolution of the ring complex is considered having 4 shearing stages with distinctive
deformations (Skyttää Master thesis). The first with extensive folding, later shearing of
ductile nature as the microcline granite intruded, followed of a more brittle shearing as the
HiBaSr granite reached the emplacement level. The last stage was rather calm with only
minor shears and faults.

3.3 Method
The case study has been made by field observations and by recording several outcrops in a
1x1 squaremeter grid (figure 5). The photos taken from the field (provided by supervisor) are
edited with Coral Photo Paint using a distortion tool to get a perfectly vertical view of the
marked squares and later cut to a convenient size taking account for the overlaps needed when
combining the complete image of the outcrop. When the grid is assembled, the software
ArcGIS is used to georeference the image and to map xenoliths of metasedimentary and
metavolcanic host rocks in the Åva granite. A new polygon shapefile makes it possible to
mark the xenoliths and put them in the same layer. A criterion for what features were mapped
as xenoliths had to be made since greyish zones with no distinctive textures are visible. These
where excluded, only xenoliths with clear texture have been mapped.
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Figure 5 Photo of outcrop 4. Photographer: Steffi Burchardt

The work made for this thesis was to put together the grid for outcrop nr 4 (figure 5), which is
a 102 m2 large area, 17 m long in N-S direction and about 6 m in direction of E-W. The
identification of xenoliths was done for part of outcrop nr 2 with a size of 2.5 m in E-W
direction and 4,6 m in N-S direction. ArcGIS has also provided automatic calculations of
amount of mapped xenoliths, area, perimeter, consecutive number, and with the tool
“Minimum Bounding Geometry”, giving length of long and short axis of the xenoliths
together with orientation. The following workflow diagram gives an overview of the work
scheme (figure 6):
Field work
Part of outcrop 2
11,8 m2, 4,6 m N-S,
2,5 m E-W

Outcrop 4
102 m2, 17 m N-S,
max 6 m E-W

Distort & cut
images of each m2
with Coral Photo Paint
Import images into
ArcGIS
Georeference images
Figure 6 Workflow describing
the steps done with remote
sensing.

Map stoped blocks

1

The office software Excel is the program used for making the calculations, including form
factor (S), which tells how rounded or angular the mapped xenoliths are. The following
equation is used to calculate the form factor:

S=

2 ∏A
Preal

Preal = measured Perimiter
A = area
Aspect ratio shows the relationship between long and short axis of a best fitted rectangle and
has been calculated too:

Aspect ratio =

Long axis
Short axis

A selective number of diagrams have been plotted:
• Form factor/Surface area
• Aspect ratio/Surface area
• Size distribution
• Moving average form factor
• Moving average aspect ratio
• Rose diagrams
To read the diagrams more easily the axis has been set to show a logarithmic scale for the two
first listed. The size distribution has for the simplicity’s sake been divided in five sizescategories. Two more diagrams have been plotted to show the average result, by plotting
moving average- form factor and -aspect ratio. Rose diagrams show the orientation relative to
each other and were plotted using the program Stereo 32 and by inserting the orientation
given by ArcGIS as strike, dip as zero (since it is impossible to measure in a 2D outcrop), and
data type set as linear. The first diagram made contain data from all mapped xenoliths and the
additional five ones where made with the same division as the size distribution to see if
orientation is changing with size.
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4. Results
The complete mapped outcrop (figure 7) consists of totally 434 individual xenoliths and takes
up approximately 62 percent of the total area of the outcrop.

Figure 7 The constructed image below and mapped xenoliths above.
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4.1 Observations
The rocks in the mapped outcrop consist of coarse-grained granite (figure 8a), by which the
xenoliths are surrounded, and the xenoliths themselves that consist of foliated metasedimentary rocks. The rocks are fragmented, and veins and dykes seem to have separated the
fragments preferably along the direction of foliation. It is clear in many places that the
fragments where once forming a larger block (figure 8b) and looks a lot like a jigsaw puzzle
where the pieces fit together. The foliation in many xenoliths is oriented in different directions
relative to each other. Many of the mapped xenoliths are elongated and most of them show
sharp edges around them. However, a few have more diffuse boundaries that blend in with the
granite and are rounded (figure 8c). The red megacrystic granite (figure 8a) holds in different
places accumulations of xenocrysts whereby the smallest xenoliths are in size of the mineral
grains in the granite. The part that was not mapped contains greyish zones in the granite
where no foliation or other textures is visible (figure 8c).

Figure 8 (a) Coarse grained granite
with megacrysts in size of 3 cm. (b)
Veins crosscutting two xenoliths. (c) A
round xenolith with a more diffuse gray
area surrounding it, suggesting it has
undergone partial melting. The gray
zones further away in the image with no
texture are other xenoliths undergoing
the same process.
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4.2 Plottings
The largest xenolith has an area of about 0,7 m2 and the smallest is in size of the mineral
grains in the host magma. The size distribution (figure 9) shows that it is the medium-sized
xenoliths, between 1 cm2 and 10 cm2 that are accumulated in the highest concentration
(around 150). Smaller xenoliths then decrease in number. The really large blocks are scarcer
in number; only 14 blocks are recorded over 0,1 m2. The average size is about 0,017 m2.

Size distribution
160

140

120

Number

100

80

60

40

20

0

0-0,0001

0,0001-0,001

0,001-0,01

0,01-0,1

0,1-1.0

Surface area (m2)
Figure 9 The size distribution of the xenoliths show that the highest concentrations of xenoliths are in
surface size of 0,001-0,01 m2.

The formfactor (shape) in figure 10 shows an overall trend pointing to a more angular shape
in the xenoliths with increasing surface area. To get a clearer graph, the average form factor is
plotted and the result is displayed in the diagram in figure 11. The arrows point to two lows
and two peeks that are visible in the diagram. The largest and “middle”-sized xenoliths seem
to share the same shape, a more elongated form, while the smallest and “next biggest” have a
more rounded shape.
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Angular <-----------------------------> Round
Formfactor

Formfactor (shape) distribution
1,20000
1,00000
0,80000
0,60000
0,40000

y = -0,0116Ln(x) + 0,6763
R2 = 0,0531

0,20000
0,00000
0,000001

0,000010

0,000100

0,001000

0,010000

0,100000

1,000000

2

Surface area (m )
Figure 10 Form factor (shape) distribution of xenoliths where the overall trend is pointing to a more
angular shape in the xenoliths with increasing surface area.

Formfactor

Angular <------------------------> Round
Average formfactor

0,8400
0,8200
0,8000
0,7800
0,7600
0,7400
0,7200
0,7000
0,6800
0,6600
0,6400
0,6200

Increasing surface area --->
Figure 11 Diagram showing how round or angular the xenoliths are depending on surface area. Two lows
and two peeks are distinguished.

The aspect ratio distribution in figure 12 gives an idea of how “squared” or “elongated” the
xenoliths are. The overall trend shows that larger xenoliths become more elongated. The
majority of the xenoliths however, have a quite low aspect ratio but with an increasing value
when closing in to the middle of the diagram. In figure 13 the average aspect ratio is plotted,
revealing a trend similar to the form factor.
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Aspect ratio distribution
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Figure 12 Aspect ratio of xenoliths indicating an overall trend where increasing surface area gives a more
elongated shape.

A higher value in the diagram in figure 13 means that the xenoliths are more elongated. It is
also possible to distinguish two peeks and two lows (arrows) but not as obvious as in figure
11.

Aspect ratio

Square <-------------------------> Elongate
Average aspect ratio

3,5

3

2,5

2

1,5

1

0,5

0

Increasing surface area --->

Figure 13 Average aspect ratio of xenoliths shows a diagram with a clearly visible trend where arrows
indicate peeks and lows in the graph.
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4.3 Rose diagrams
Rose diagrams are shown in figure 14 (a-f) and give the orientation of the xenoliths for
different size groups.
0°

0°

270°

a.

90°

Stereo32, Unregistered Version

180°

270°

N = 436
Maximum = 31.0

Dip direction (10° classes)

b.

Stereo32, Unregistered Version

90°

0- 0,0001 m2

0°

0°

270°

90°

Stereo32, Unregistered Version

180°

N = 96
Maximum = 6.0

Dip direction (10° classes)

270°

d.

0,0001-0,001 m2

Stereo32, Unregistered Version

0°

270°

e.

Stereo32, Unregistered Version

0,01-0.1 m2

90°

180°

N = 149
Maximum = 12.0

Dip direction (10° classes)

0,001-0,01 m2

0°

90°

180°

Dip direction (10° classes)

180°

All xenoliths

c.

N = 69
Maximum = 4.0

270°

N = 106
Maximum = 10.5

Dip direction (10° classes)

f.

Stereo32, Unregistered Version

90°

180°

N = 14
Maximum = 2.0

Dip direction (10° classes)

0,1-1,0 m2

Figure 14 Orientation of xenoliths in different size groups. (a) All xenoliths (b) 0- 0,0001 m2 (c) 0,00010,001 m2 (d) 0,001-0,01 m2 (e) 0,01-0.1 m2 (f) 0,1-1,0 m2
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The overall strike of foliation in (a) show an approximate north-south orientation. The
smallest xenoliths (b-c) vary the most and have a quite spread out orientation in either NE or
NW direction. A few remain in the average position. As the xenoliths become larger (d-f),
they close in on the N-S trend.
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5. Discussion
The Åva intrusion is a good place to study stoping since the xenoliths found within the
intrusion are clearly visible on the granitic bedrock. The texture remains in most of the
xenoliths which facilitates the process of examining its origin. The outcrop is small, but
probably more carefully mapped then earlier studies ever have because each individual
xenolith, even those in size of a mineral grain, is mapped by hand. Other techniques involve
automatic recognition by colour differences, causing dirt or similar to be interpreted
incorrectly.
The part that has been mapped of the outcrop shows an abnormal amount of xenoliths
(62% of the area) in comparison to the numbers given in the literature were a pluton never has
been estimated to contain more than 50 % stoped material on the exposed part of the intrusion
(Žák et al, 2006). It is hard though to say in this case if it is locally high values only or if the
result could be generalized to the whole pluton roof. The mapping has been too careful and
time consuming to cover the whole area, but it could have been the accuracy that has been
lacking in other studies explaining why it has produced the lower values.

(a)

(b)

Figur 15 (a) Schematic sketch showing a possible theoretical model for the observed “shape”-size
distribution. (b) Image from field showing fragmentation along foliation plane, making the
“daughter”-xenolith smaller and elongated, and a vein cutting it almost perpendicular.

When observing the xenoliths that have been mapped, we can see they have undergone
serious fragmentation. The elongated fragments, together with the result shown in figure 11,
give rise to a theory of how the size distribution is linked to the shape of the xenoliths (figure
15a). The two lows and highs in the diagrams show that there is a connection between the size
and whether the xenoliths are more angular/rounded or squared/elongated. As the xenoliths
prefer splitting along the foliation plane they become elongated, and the form factor show a
lower value. The largest blocks exhibit this behaviour. The diagram then shows a peek where
the relatively large blocks become rounded. Cutting by veins splits the largest block into two
new ones that are more rounded/squared. The third type of blocks is once again elongated by
fragmentation along the foliation plane, but smaller (figure 15b). And we have a second low
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shown in figure 11. The smallest shrapnel can be created as they break off along the short axis
of the elongated pieces. These are the roundest/most square-shaped and contain the highest
values in form factor and lowest values in aspect ratio. In which order these fragments are
created is not known but a schematic sketch of how they can be formed is shown in figure
15a.
The foliation is intact in most of the xenoliths, an advantage, since its origin can be traced
to the meta-sedimentary rocks found around the ring complex, carrying the same feature. The
orientation of the xenoliths can be compared with the original strike of the foliation before
intrusion of the granite. From the map in figure 4 we can see an N-S strike in the undisturbed
meta-sediments of the mapped area which means that any orientation of the xenoliths should
be compared with this strike. My plotted average strike (figure 14a) of the foliation agrees
with the N-S trend too. In order to develop the analysis, orientation was divided in different
size groups and the results show that only the smallest xenoliths have a higher variety of
strikes than the rest. The reason for this could be that smaller xenoliths are more sensitive to
magma movement and flows. It could also indicate that they have been detached and freely
moved in the magma for a longer time than the larger blocks, alternatively that many
xenocrysts are remains of nearly complete disintegrated and assimilated xenoliths.
Apart from rotation of the xenoliths, which is a good indication that they were freely
moving in the magma, it is easy to observe that xenoliths have shattered and drifted apart
from each other in the photographs taken in field (figure 16). These features cannot be
explained if the xenoliths were created “in situ” by incremental magma injections as Glazner
and Bartley (2006) suggested.

Figure 16 Shattered xenoliths that have drifted away in the magma.

During the case study, various unavoidable errors may have affected the result to some extent.
The resolution on the image that was mapped for example, has made it hard to distinguish dirt
from xenoliths sometimes. The software ArcGIS has also limited the ability to include every
little xenocryst in the mapping and to get the right shape of them. The polygons can only be
made down to a minimum size, below that the program refuses to make a polygon or
automatically simplifies the shape of the polygon. This is why the two first bars in the size
distributions (figure 9) should not be trusted. In reality, the smallest xenocrysts probably are
the most abundant but because not all were possible to map it looks like they are less frequent
in the diagram. The diagram describing shape could then also be questioned, but the shape of
the small xenoliths are likely to be more rounded (as shown in diagram 11), why it is easier to
accept the result.
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6. Conclusion
During the work with this paper, is has been discovered that the process of magmatic stoping
is not the easiest thing to investigate. However, careful mapping should separate stoped
blocks from other features in the field and is also necessary to obtain reliable results. The
xenoliths mapped in the Åva ring complex can be interpreted as stoped blocks, and
fragmentation and rotation of these host rock fragments are the strongest evidence for this
process. I therefore conclude that magmatic stoping is an abundant process in the mapped
area.
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